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I'll be the first in this issue to say HAPPY NEW YEAR. Welcome to
2021! We have persevered and lived through the horrors of 2020 for
12 months! This is the 4th edition of the Xaymaca Key Volume 34 as
well as the first Newsletter of the year and as such it will encapsulate
the board's best wishes for this year. In this issue, you will see club
activities and services that occurred between November 5th and
January 2nd. Thank you to every club representative and bulletin editor
that sent in your activities. It is always greatly appreciated and I hope
you enjoy seeing your work featured in this forum. There will also be an
overview of what we have been doing on social media, our district
project, and much more. This bulletin commemorates the new year with
a message from our District Administrator and International Trustee,
you don't want to miss this. 

As always, remember to #stopthespread by staying safe, wearing a
mask, and doing the things that help you to keep calm like your hobbies.
We know you are all exemplary members of your community and it has
been hard maintaining that serviceable personality but it is not all for
naught as you will see shortly. Key Club is all about building our

 

All that said... sit back, swipe, read and absorb what our District has
been up to.

From theFrom the
EditorEditor
Hey Everyone,

~ DBE Amelia
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Home, School and Community.

DBE Amelia Campbell



HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on

Hello Key Club Jamaica, it's a new year that brings a
lot of new opportunities for us all. Let's cease these
opportunities and make this year a great one. Set
your goals for the year from now and continuously
work towards them. Your goals could include:
exercising more, getting higher grades in school, or
launching a new business, whatever it is just
remember to put your best into it. And of course,
remember to give service by helping those in need. I
do believe this will be a great year for us all so let's
make the best of the year 2021

Happy New Years' key club Jamaica! It’s my hope
that the upcoming year brings you all more
prosperity and blessings than the previous. Let’s all
look towards the future now, suppressing the
memories of unfortunate events and preparing to
embark on new missions, journeys, and adventures.

Governor Demario
Mew
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DST JadenStoddart
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Hello Key Clubbers! This is District Webmaster
Whitney wishing each and every one of you a
Happy and prosperous New Year. As we all get
ready to return to face to face school I am stressing
the importance of following COVID procedures to
reduce the risk of contraction. Stay safe and healthy.
Best wishes for the new school term.

Hello Key Clubbers! 
By now you would’ve put on weight from all the
Christmas cakes and sorrel 😆! But even if that
wasn’t your holiday experience, the most important
thing is that you have life and made it to another
year! It’s 2021 and that means many things including
my time serving with you all coming to an end. I
pray that we will have a good rest of the Key Club
year, as we continue to serve our home, school and
community. Happy New Year 

Hey Key clubbers, HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! I hope you
all had a great holiday and I hope you all are ready
for the new year. 2020 wasn’t anything we
expected but we should enter this year with high
hopes and we should expect the unexpected. For
everyone sitting CAPE and CSEC, stay focused and
start studying. Don’t let Covid distract you, keep
your head high and continue pushing. Be safe and
remember to wear your mask.

DWM Whitney
Waysome
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D1 LtG Wendy-Ann Ivey

D2 LtG Alexander
Mingoes
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Hi Keyclubbers, Happy New Year! I hope you all
have an amazing and safe new year, filled with many
great opportunities. The start to this year is still an
unusual one, but hopefully, as we go along
everything will get better. Look out for many
projects and events from my Division and Key Club
Jamaica as the year goes on. Please remember to
keep taking the necessary precautions, and stay safe
everyone.

Hey Everyone.
This is Lieutenant Governor Kodesh Doiley from
Division 3 wishing you a happy new year. I know
2020 has been a challenging year for you all but I
encourage you to keep up all the good work.
Despite the pandemic, let us still make a positive
impact within our home, our school, and our
community. Remember to sanitize regularly, don't
forget to take your mask along whenever you hit the
road. Kudos for making it into the new year. As
Division 3 states "The Strong Conquerors," let us all
Conquer all those dreams and plans as the year
progresses. All the best!

D4 LtG Maleika
Moncrieffe
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D3 LtG Kodesh Doiley

Hey Key Club family. We finally made it to 2021! I
am so proud of us for surviving 2020 and though
every problem we faced will not go away in the
blink of an eye, now we know to cherish each other
more because we are all in this together. Here is to
more service, fellowship, and friendship. Happy New
Year! LG Maleika Moncrieffe of Division 4, Key Club
Jamaica.

D5 LtG ArnavChatani
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D7 LtG Keeno-Lee James

Praise God Tumultuous 2020 is over! The past year had
been trying for many of us. For most persons including
myself, there were days when we felt like running away
from the realities of online school and COVID-19. These
days came one after the other and each month "out-
ghettoed" the last. However, we thank God that even
through it all we have learned and grown as individuals.
Though we may still be down mentally, better days are
ahead! 
As we face the uncertainties of 2021, I admonish you all
to take it one day at a time and always remember to 

Happy new year ! God bless you all and stay safe !
~ Semaj

take time off for yourself. Undoubtedly the days are coming once again where
we'll feel like running away from all our problems but always remember true
leaders face their challenges head-on and fight the good fight! At the end of the
day, through all the chaos there is always a lesson to be learned that will change
our mindset and lives for the better.
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DLG Siranie Dias

We did it Key Club! We did it! 
We made it out of 2020. You made it through all the
struggles and setbacks and you’ve crossed the finish line
for another year. Now we are starting a new one and
since life is a marathon and not a sprint, during this year
I wish for you endurance, strength, patience,
opportunities, change, and happiness. Enter into this
new year with a mindset that is ready to take down any
distractions, ready to pursue action, and to find beauty
in every situation. 
Remember to enjoy every moment and whatever comes
along I’m sure the Key Club family will be here for you 
Happy New Year  
                                                                 ~DLG Siranie Dias
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Members of Key Club Jamaica District,

2021 is a brand new year for us to renew our commitment
to provide service to our homes, schools, and communities.
In the midst of this pandemic brought on by COVID-19,
some might find it difficult to have some level of normality.
We can still brighten the corners where we are by having
meetings and do little things. It is the little things that really
matter. Where a few club members fellowship through the
Zoom, Google Meets, WhatsApp, Microsoft teams, or face
time. Let us use the technology to create a means of
fellowship and provide the vehicle that can change the
world. We have not been able to physically have meetings

DA Christopher
Humber

or to see our friends for ten months but we have been able to still do projects and meet
through the various modalities.
In 2021 the need exists for us to all reach out to other clubs in this district and create a
greater bond as some clubs and members have no means of communicating and need
to feel a sense of belonging. Last year as a district we started the tablets for Key Club
members initiative that some members have been really appreciative of and we
continue to find means to help them to make sure that they keep on par with school
and communicate with friends and family near and far. We can do more to impact
positively on the lives of others during this pandemic. The clubs that have donated
cleaning agents to hospitals and children’s homes are impacting their communities.
The delivery of cleaning agents to police stations also is another innovative project. A
need exist for our club members to now turn to assisting each other with learning
materials as not all were able in the first term to understand fully everything that was
taught. Club presidents need to step up to the plate and motivate members to be
involved. Ask club members how and if they are interested in assisting others. We
don’t have to leave home to get some things done as club members have shown they
can use technology to make this world a better place. Thanks to the clubs that paid
dues and the members that used whatever means to get to faculty advisors dues are
needed to make sure we are Key Club strong. Thank you to the club presidents that
reached out and assisted and also those who assisted others that needed help.

It is not our intention to close down any Key Club and we hope no club takes on the
ACOVID status as this has serious implications for the clubs and the district. We are
working to make sure that each club stays afloat and working to get new clubs formed
as even in the midst of COVID we must grow as a district. If you know of a school
without a key club please contact your Lt Governor or the Governor as we have to
make sure that in every school they know who we are.
Key Club members remember to check up on each other and check up on that Key
Clubber near you whom you have not heard from in a while. Let us rekindle the energy
in our district and make this world a better place. Our motto says ‘Caring- our way of
life ‘ and we need to show the whole of Jamaica that we really care. Let us continue in
2021 what we started and as we end our meetings with the song  ‘United we stand,
divided we fall’. Let us be a unified organization and create caring, competent leaders to
build a better Jamaica through the vehicle of unselfish service.
                                                                                                              ~Christopher Humber
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For the month of November, some clubs started preparing for the holiday season

by gathering the troops for mass donations and some seasonal cleaning.

HIGLIGHTS: CLUBHIGLIGHTS: CLUBHIGLIGHTS: CLUB
SERVICES ANDSERVICES ANDSERVICES AND
EVENTSEVENTSEVENTS
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Many of the

following images are

taken from the

respective instagrams.

They're @s can be

found in the

image.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on

NOVEMBER



NOVEMBER CONTD
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NOVEMBER CONTD
Check out and

follow the mentioned

club's instagram to

keep up with their

amazing work!



NOVEMBER CONTD
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NOVEMBER CONTD
Check out and

follow the mentioned

club's instagram to

keep up with their

amazing work!



PREEMIEPREEMIEPREEMIE
AWARENESSAWARENESSAWARENESS
MONTHMONTHMONTH

At the start of November we reminded our clubs that November is recognized as

Prematurity Awareness month. As such many took to creating their own

awareness posters and infographics about he matter. Others even featured it in

their club's monthly newsletter.
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Check out our

website 

www.keyclub

jamaica.com

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on

On the following pages are some of the highlights.
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Of course we cannot forget the services that were kept during this oddly festive

season.

By Hampton Key Club on Instagram

By Manchester High School Key

Club on Instagram

By Central High Key Club on

Instagram

By St. Andrew High School Key

Club on Instagram
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HERE ARE
SOME MORE!

A service organized by Mount

Alvernia Key Club

By Mount Alvernia High School

Key Club BE Aaliyah Forbes on

Instagram
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Taken from Montego Bay High School Newsletter
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Taken from Montego Bay High School Newsletter



DECEMBER
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Check out and

follow the mentioned

club's instagram to

keep up with their

amazing work!

December saw the heights of the festive season where clubs did their best to

conduct their holiday services, from book drives to renovations or simple

donations we saw our Key Clubbers spreading the holiday cheer.



DECEMBER CONTD
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DECEMBER CONTD



DECEMBER CONTD
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DECEMBER CONTD
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CHRISTMAS
Carol Service

graced the zoom audience with
thoughtfully curated musical
accompaniment as well as beautifully
edited video and
wonderfully written story to set the tone
for the service. The Christmas story
featured during the service was organized
by District Lieutenant Governor Siranie
Dias and was well-received by all in
attendance.

The board would like to thank all who
were in attendance and wish you all a
blessed holiday and happy new year!

On Sunday, December 20, 2020,
Key Club Jamaica hosted its annual
District Carol Service. Despite the
limitations of the time, the district
board was able to host a wonderful
service via zoom that was attended
by Kiwanians and Key Clubbers
across the island.

The service was called to order by
the District Governor Demario
Mew and continued into beautiful
bible verse readings and carol
selections. Throughout the service,
the board and featured guests

Written by Campion College
CP Ajani Jones



As per usual we used
our platform to raise
awareness about
whatever cause was
being highlighted at
the time. For November
we made a short
graphic explaining the
significance of the
poppy and then in
December, a video for
World AIDS Day.

This Flyer was put out on
our page to indicate that
board nominations are
open and what information
needs to be provided in
order to be considered. 
Note: The date for
submitting applications has
passed but if you or another
member is interested and
suited for the role go to our
contact page and we will
help you apply.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITYOUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITYOUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY
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Check out the

full slides by

going to

@keyclubjamaica

on Instagram.

2 more slides*
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Check out the full

slides by going to

@keyclubjamaica

on Instagram.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on

Here are the
slides CP Jheanell
Myrie did for
World AIDS Day,
December 1st.
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Check out the

full video by

going to

@keyclubjamaica

on Instagram.

Finally, For the Christmas season the board made a
video to greet the District and it was played during
our Carol Service.

in this video we
expressed our
gratitude for all the
people who
supported our district
events, especially key
club week, so far.

Then  there was a
reminder to stay
safe and enjoy the
holiday break but
get ready to come
back, this January
even more eager
to serve.

Finally, we said
Merry Christmas
and Happy
holidays to you all,
we appreciate you
so much, words
cannot express the
gratitude we feel
being able to serve
such a vibrant set
of students.~



FUNFUN
TIMETIME
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Spot the

Difference
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FUNFUN
TIMETIME
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Key Trivia

The Key Club core
values are

Leadership,
caring, character

building, and
inclusiveness.

There are 33

organized districts

and one district in

formation.

The first female

students were

allowed in Key Club in

1977. While the first

female Kiwanians

were allowed in 1987

There are currently
around 40 countries

with a key club
making Key Club the
largest high school

service organization.

Blue, white, and gold are

the Key Club colours.

They represent

unwavering character,

purity, and service

respectively.



KIWANIS FAMILY
Feature

EDNA MANLEY COLLEGE OF THE VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS,

CARIBBEAN MARITIME UNIVERSITY AND GC FOSTER

Sanitation Products handed over tot the Homestead
Place of Safety Girl's Home
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Group Photo from the Coastal
Cleanup

100 food supplies for the
Golden Spring Stony Hill

Community

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on

The Chinika Douglas Project
100 Food supplies and toiletries and other
sanitization equipments were donated to families in
the Golden Spring Stony Hill community on the eve
of Christmas by EMCVPA Cirlce K.

On November 28 the Edna Manley College of the
Visual and Performing Arts CKI donated
sanitation products to the Homestead Place of
Safety Girl’s Home. As apart of the crystal
division Week of Wash project.

Joint Coastal Clean Up ( CMU CKI , GCFoster CKI
& Kiwanis Club of Eastern Kingston & Port Royal



our Int. Trusteeour Int. Trustee
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Hello everyone! Welcome
to 2021 and Happy New
Year! This new year brings
in lots of fun new
opportunities to serve your
community. There are lots
of new projects and ideas
going on the International
level like a new campaign
with Thrist Project and for
our sistrict so get excited! I 
hope everyone stays safe and is ready to start the year off with
positivity and excitement. I know this district is always ready for
anything and wanting to serve; If you have any questions, do not
hesitate to contact me!

Yours in Service,
Melanie Kim

Email address: melanie.kim@keyclub.orgthat can improve a
community."

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on

A message from A message from 

IT Melanie Kim
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REMINDERSREMINDERSREMINDERS
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On Monday the 21st of December, Daniel
Neil was the first recipient of the tablets
drive and he was really appreciative as he
said that he will have his own device to
get onto the learning management
system. Daniel also stated teachers will
now be able to see him in the online
setting.  He was impressed with the
Bluetooth connectivity of the key club
board and could be seen testing it out. He
was able to go onto Quizzes at the onset
of the setup and do some school work.
Daniel is thankful for being a member of
the Key Club and sees that initiatives like
this providing tools in building the
members' academic and intellectual
prowess. As a fifth form student with 

projectproject
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U p d a t eU p d a t eU p d a t e

School-Based Assessments to complete and using the online learning
management system will now make Daniel Neil prepared to tackle the new
teaching and learning methods. Daniel said ‘ Key Club put back hope and 
 Christmas for him in the midst of the Covid lockdown.

St Catherine High hand over of tablets to club
member Anneque Bennett who was so appreciative
of receiving this tablet. She said it was timely and
told us she thought she was only coming to school
to do a major emphasis project and not realizing that
she was to be a recipient of a tablet from Key Club
as well. DG Hope idea of providing these tablets for
key clubs really make a difference in the lives of
these students.

Written by DA Christopher Humber



Tablets for students initative seeks to procure as many
devices as possible and donate to students that we
have reached out to and are in need of them. So far

we have received over 80 tablets from various
sponsors and kiwanis sources but we want to help

even more students and we cannot do that without
you!

 
Call or email the above or contact us using the

information on the contact page.
We can't wait to hear from you.
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Image taken

from

@keyclubjamaica

on Instagram.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on

Update Contd.Update Contd.Update Contd.
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REMINDER COVID-19COVID-19COVID-19
is stillis stillis still
hereherehere

Taken from

@jamaica

gleaner



Key Club Jamaica District 

Scotiabank Port Maria Branch

Acc#: 0310206

Our Account Info
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REMINDER

Ensure that

you notify your LG

before you make

the club's

deposit.

ExtendedExtendedExtended
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REMINDER
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Service Ideas
IMAGES TAKEN FROM
@KEYCLUBJAMAICA ON
INSTAGRAM
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IMAGES TAKEN FROM
@KEYCLUBJAMAICA ON
INSTAGRAM
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Thanks to the
KEY CLUB INTERNATIONAL
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SPONSORS

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



36WE'RE ALWAYS OPEN TO 
QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS


